
SALSBURGH COMMUNITY COUNCIL - 12'h JANUARY 2006 
Minutes of the meeting of Salsburgh Community Council held in the 

Community Hall on Thursday I 2th January 2006.- -- ' ."I:.: p;.l+kaAe] 
PRESENT 
M. Hinds [Chair] J. Keir, 0. McAvoy, M. McLaughlin. 

ALSO PRESENT 
Keith Nelson. 

APOLOGIES 
Cllr D. Fagan, H. McColl, G. Stephen, C. Cox 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

I. Minutes of the meeting of Thursday 8: December 2005 were submitted and 
approved. f 

BUSINESS FROM THE MINUTES 

DISCUSSION PAPER 
2. Reply is to be made to the discussion paper from the Scottish Executive. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
North Lanarkshire Council 
Scottish Arts Council 
Wickstead 
SMP Playgroups 
Karen Whitefield MSP 

GENERAL BUSINESS 

CREDIT UNION 
3. Various matters were highlighted and discussed regarding credit unions and 

newspaper reports on the Airdrie Credit Union. 

CONSULTANCY 
4. A number of matters were highlighted and discussed regarding the completion of 

the consultancy report with D. Smart and the closure of business dezlingrs. 

RIGHT OF WAY 
5. Members were informed of the current status regarding the Right of Way north of 

the village that was left in poor condition by the contractors following the laying of 
the gas main pipeline north and east of the village. 

FAIRHURST REPORT 
6. Members noted that matters are still in hand regarding the final report by 

Fairhurst & Partners into the B7066. 

A UT H 0 RI SAT1 0 N S I G N ATU RES 
7. Matters are in hand to resolve the requirements relating to authorisation 

signa tu res. 
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LUMMUNI I Y CjMN i 
8. Various matters were highlighted regarding a proposed funding application for 

'community grant for the community council. 

PLANNING APPEAL 
9. Members were informed that a site visit will occur on Thursday 1gth January 2006 

by Mr L.R. Guilford from the Scottish Office Inquiry Reporters Unit regarding the 
planning appeal for the construction of dwellings [house and associated 
caravans] at the west of the village on land at the junction of Springfield Road and 
Craigens Road. 
Members were reminded and concurred with the decision of North Lanarkshire 
Council Planning Department that recommended refusal of the application and a 
number of persons in the local communityr have voiced concerns that this is the 
wrong type of development to be located at the highly visible western approach 
and gateway to Salsburgh village. 

GEORGE V PARK DAMAGE 
10. Members were informed that following a commitment to repair damage to the 

gatepost and wall at the George V park in Salsburgh during October 2005, 
following the gatepost and wall being demolished by a works vehicle from North 
Lanarkshire Council, further concerns voiced by community council members 
elicited the response that the damaged gatepost was apparently removed and 
misplaced. 
Having now found the misplaced gatepost NoTt'h Lanarkshire Council hope that 
repairs can be completed satisfactorily by the end of January 2006. 

f 

HEALTH ISSUES 
11. Members were infgrmed that a local based training course exploring health 

issues relevant to housing, employment, income, food and a range of other health 
issues affecting local communities will be held in the Excelsior stadium, Airdrie, 
on Thursday Znd February 2006 from 9.30am to 2.30pm. 

SCOTTISH ARTS COUNCIL 
12. Members noted the publication from the Scottish Arts Council dated 

Dec20051Jan 2006. 

AlRDRlE AREA COMMllTEE 
13. Members were informed that the next meeting of the Airdrie Area Commitke is to 

take place on T~lesday 31'' Jahuaty 2066 at the Alexander Primary School, 
Airdrie, where a number of issues will be discussed. 
There will also be a presentation on the preparation of North Lanarkshire Council 
Budget and the setting of the Council Tax for the coming financial year. 

PLANNING APPLICATIONS 
14. Members noted two planning applications for the local area. 

A number of matters were highlighted regarding access to planning information 
where concerns were voiced regarding requests for charges that have been 
made which deters proper community council evaluation of development 
proposals within the local area. 
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PETITION 
15. Members noted the receipt of a petition from Karen Whitefield MSP regarding the 

attempt to retain accident and emergency services at Monklands Hospital 
following NHS Lanarkshire decision to consult on the restructuring of accident 
and emergency and other health services across Lanarkshire. 
Members were reminded that NHS Lanarkshire launched a engagement exercise 
during November 2004 called A Picture of Health to ensure patients, carers, staff 
and others interested parties ware involved in developing options regarding 
health service developments in Lanarkshire. This was followed up by various 
workshop engagement events during June 2005 to focus on health services for 
the next five to ten years while looking primarily on implementing actions over the 
next three years. 
The Scottish Executive published their fravework for health service change in 
Scotland [The Kerr Report] during May 2005. 
Members voiced concerns regarding the proposals to close the accident and 
emergency department at Monklands Hospital ahd the proposal to develop 
Wishaw General and Hairmyres as the t v a  main smerg2ncy inpatient hospitals in 
Lanarkshire and downgrading Monklands as a planned care hospital with only 
nurse led accident and emergency service for minor injuries or illness. 
The community council concurred that it is vital to retain the A&E services at 
Monklands Hospital due to the fact that closure of the A&E Department would 
automatically trigger a loss of other associated disciplines and properly trained 
doctors that complement A&E services at the hospital at present, which in turn 
could suggest lack of viability and sustainability in the longer term towards the 
retention of the hospital complex following the full review and the public 
consultation exercise that begins this month, January 2006. 
Concerns were also expressed regarding the following; 

Extra travel w d  journey times to reach the other hospitals. 
Lack and costs related to public transport journeys to the other hospitals. 
Difficulty to reach the other hospitals at Wishaw and East Kilbride from 
rural areas in central and northern parts of North Lanarkshire. 
Problems associated with emergency planning and proper on hand 
medical support in the event of major incident in this prime central belt 
location. 

0 A lowering of medical care expectations and emergency service for 
residents in central and northern areas of North Lanarkshire if the A&E 
service is closed at Monklands Hospital. 

The community council is to write to the MSP in support of the petiticn to retaiil 
the P,&E services at hlonkiands Hospital. 

ADVERTIS I NG LITERATURE 
16. Members noted various advertising literature. 

COMMUNITY PROJECTS FUND 
17. Members noted details regarding grant from CSFT community projects fund. 

SCOTTl S H B I ODl VERS ITY 
18. Members noted the publication of the new Scottish biodiversity list containing 

over two thousand animals, plants and habitats which public bodies have a 
statutory duty to protect and conserve. 
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The list is published under the Nature Conservation [Scotland] Act 2004 which 
places nature conservation at the heart of all policy making and lists biodiversity 
under individual species, habitat, species group, habitat type and location and 
can be accessed from the NBM Gateway which is the UK network of biodiversity 
information. 

NEW PLANNING BlLL 
19. A number of matters were highlighted from the new Planning [Scotland] Bill which 

hopes to encourage engagement and openness and rebuild trust between local 
authorities and communities in relation to planning and development proposals. 
Local authorities are required to maintain up to date, relevant and accessible 
development plans that have been drawn up with the full participation of local 
communities and with a full and proper assessment of the environmental impact 
of development proposals to strengthen accountability between local councils and 
their com mu ni t ies. 
The new bill is designed to ensure that local pe6ples views are properly listened , 
to and fully considered. prior to any develop_mec:t M'O& and that deveiopinent 
proposals are in the best interests of communities and the environment. 

COMMUNITY REGENERATION 
20. Members were informed of a visit by the regeneration manager to a local group 

and the estate maintenance budget of f 10.000 for improvement works. The 
following was highlighted for clarification; 
Area committees are at the moment in transition to become local area 
part ne rs hips. 
Six regeneration managers have been appointed throughout North Lanarkshire to 
develop neighbourhood service improvement plans within the six area committee 
areas. 
The service improvement plans follows a programme of ward visits with local 
councillors and officials from North Lanarkshire to assess ward priorities. 
Members were further reminded that the community planning agenda for North 
Lanarkshire seeks to attain the strategic objectives agreed by the North 
Lanarkshire Partnership. 

The community council meeting concluded. 

The next community council meeting will take place on Thursday gth February 2006. 
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SALSBURGH COMMUNITY COUNCIL - gth FEBRUARY 2006 

Minutes of the meeting of Salsburgh Community Council held in the 
Lay Bye on Thursday gth February 2006 

PRESENT 
M, Hinds [Chair] J. Keir, 0. McAvoy, M. McLaughlin, J. Wilson, N. McCann. 

ALSO PRESENT 
Keith Nelson, D. Wagstaffe, M. Wagstaffe. 

APOLOGIES 
Cllr D. Fagan, H. McColl, G. Stephen, C. Cox. 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

1. Minutes of the meeting of Thursday 1,2'h January 2006 were submitted and 
approved. 

BUSINESS FROM THE MINUTES 

CREDIT UNION 
2.  Various matters were highlighted and discussed regarding credit unions and 

credit union forums. Further matters are to be pursued. 

FAIRHURST REPORT 
3. Members noted that matters are still in hand regarding the B7066 final report by 

Fairhurst & Partners. 

AUTHO RI SAT1 ON SI G WATU RES 
4. Matters are in hand to resolve the requirements relating to authorisation 

signatures. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
North Lanarkshire Council 
Dog Trust. 
Alex Neil MSP 
Karen Whitefield MSP 
MAVS 
Strathclyde Fire & Rescue 
Southern Uplands Partnership. 
Kingsley. 
ABC. 
Postwatch Scotland. 
West Coast Energy. 
SEPA. 
Alliance & Leicester. 

GENERAL BUSINESS 

RIGHT OF WAY 
5. Members were informed of the current status regarding the Right of Way north of 
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the village that was left in poor condition by the contractors [TranscolMurphy] 
following the laying of the gas main pipeline north and east of the village. 

PLANNING APPEAL 
6. Members were informed that a site visit occurred on Thursday lgth January 2006 

with Mr L.R. Guilford from the Scottish Office Inquiry Reporters Unit regarding the 
planning appeal for the construction of dwellings [house and associated 
caravans] at the west of the village on land at the junction of Springfield Road and 
Craigens Road. 

GEORGE V PARK DAMAGE 
7, Members were informed that following a commitment to repair damage to the 

gatepost and wall at the George V park in Safsburgh during October 2005, then 
confirmation that the repairs would be completed by the end of January 2006 
repairs have still not been completed. 

AlRDRlE AREA COMMITTEE 
8. Members were updated on the meeting of the Airdrie Area Committee of 

Tuesday 31" January 2006 at the Alexander Primary School, Airdrie. 

PLAN N I NG AP PLI CAT1 0 NS 
9. Members noted four planning applications for the local area. 

Objection and concerns are to be forwarded regarding two of the applications. 

PETITION 
10. Members noted reply from Karen Whitefield MSP regarding the attempt to retain 

accident and emergepcy services at Monklands Hospital. 
The community council is to write objecting to the proposed closure. 

ADVERT1 S I NG LITE RATU RE 
11. Members noted various advertising literature. 

HOUSING STRATEGY 
12. Members noted the North Lanarkshire Local Housing Strategy Annual Review 

2005. 

DOG TRlJST 
13. Members noted information from the canine care card scheme that, foliowing 

registration, means the Dog Trust will take responsibility of providing 
accommodation or re-homing of the dog[s] in the event of anything happening to 
the animals owner. 

WATERSHED PROJECT 
14. Members noted information from the Watershed Project. 

ALEX NElL MSP 
15. Members noted correspondence from Alex Neil MSP regarding support for 

retaining A&E services at Monklands Hospital and concerns relating to the effect 
on the sustainability of the hospital if A&E services are closed. 
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i KAREN WHITEFIELD MSP 

16. Members noted correspondence from Karen Whitefield MSP regarding support 
for her petition against the closure of the A&E services at Monklands Hospital. 
Members also noted her correspondence to Mr Tim Oavidson, Chief Executive of 
NHS Lanarkshire to the effect that no meetings are to be held in the villages 
surrounding Airdrie regarding the NHS consultation for “A Picture of Health” even 
though public transport during the evenings from Salsburgh to the consultation 
venues is both difficult to gbtain and expensive. 

SPECIAL MEETING 
17. Members noted that a special meeting of the Airdrie Area Committee is being 

held on Tuesday 14th February 2006 at the Gartlea Community Centre to address 
concerns relating to the proposed closure of the A&E services at Monklands 
Hospital. 

PUBLIC CONS U LTATl ON 
18. Members noted information from the consul:ation document “A Picture of ijeaith” 

issued by NHS Lanarkshire containing the times and venues relating to the 
various public meetings to discuss the proposals for shaping the future of health 
services for the people of Lanarkshire. 
Option appraisals took place during November 2005 with more than 60 
participants from staff, service users, carers and interested organisations such as 
partner agencies. 
NHS Lanarkshire then came up with four options in relation to inpatient specialist 
hospital services [A&E and support services] at Monklands, Wishaw and 
Hairmyres Hospitals. 
Option 1 was considered unsustainable. Option 4 was rejected. Of the other two 
options [2 & 31 the,clear preferred option by NHS Lanarkshire was option 3 
resulting in the closure of Monklands Hospital A & E Services and their support 
functions and the hospital being used as a planned care facility only. 
NHS Lanarkshire admit that the proposed funding for their hospital reform 
proposals would cost f 70-f 122 million in capital investment and cost more than 
maintaining all three hospitals in their present form at their present locations with 
accident and emergency services and full support at all three hospitals. 
NHS Lanarkshire state their proposals are to comply with the law and training 
requirements for doctors and staff along with improved efficiency and high quality 
services. Their proposals also suggest that larger specialised units would improve 
recruitment and retention of specialised staff along with administrative support to 
provide opportunity to develop further specialist services and reduce the time 
senior consultants spend on call at night and weekends at all three hospitals 
when fewer patients require attention. 
Members noted newspaper reports that NHS Lanarkshire had retained 
consultants costing around €35.000 to produce a report in support of the 
proposals for change to allow a maximum of two intensive care units [A&E 
service] located between the three hospitals resulting in one unit at one hospital 
being closed. 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
19. Members noted that North Lanarkshire Council Environmental Heath Service is 

hosting a consultation event on [provisionally] Saturday 25‘h March 2006 
depending on the response from interested parties regarding fly posting, dog 
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fouling, abandoned vehicles, fly tipping and other issue that affect local 
communities. Invitations to the event can be obtained by telephoning 01236 
$1 2254. 
Following the prosecution of North Lanarkshire Council and the fine of €4000 for 
breaches under the Environmental Protection Act1 990, members voiced 
concerns regarding the considerable amounts of contractors waste and rubbish 
being dumped all around the area on agricultural land and seemingly neither 
North Lanarkshire Council nor SEPA are taking action to stop the dumping nor 
have the perpetrators prosecuted. 

L 

MAVS 
20. Members noted correspondence from MAVS of a special meeting being held on 

Monday 20th February 2006 to discuss and consider that; 
0 The MAVS organisation be dissolved. 
0 All monies and asset be transferred from MAVS to the new council for 

voluntary services for North Lanarkshire. 

STRATHCLYDE FIRE & RESCUE 
21. Strathclyde Fire & Rescue has restructured and the administrative boundary is 

now coterminous with the local authority boundary. The North Lanarkshire HQ for 
the fire & rescue service around this area is located at 389 Windmillhill Street, 
Motherwell. Tel 01 698 3381 00. 

SOUTHERN UPLANDS PARTNERSHIP. 
22. Members noted information from the Southern Uplands partnership and the 

option for group membership. 

ADVERTIS I NG LITERATURE 
23. Members noted various advertising literature. 

POSTWATCH SCOTLAND 
24. Members noted information from Postwatch Scotland. 

HARTWOOD WIND FARM 
25. Members noted correspondence from Wind Park Solutions to attend public 

meetings being held at Allanton and Shotts regarding the proposals for a 
planning application for a 15 turbine wind farm at Hartwood ?h mile from 
Sal s bu rg h . 
Members were concerned that no public exhibition of the finalised plans or 
proposals are to be held at Salsburgh especially as the planning application is to 
be submitted in March 2006. 

SEPA 
26. Members noted information from the SEPA View. 

CHANGE OF VENUE 
27. members voiced concerns that they had to hold the community council meeting at 

another venue due to the community centre being closed even though the 
accommodation had been booked. 

The community council meeting concluded. 
The next community council meeting will take place on Thursday gth March 2006. 
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Minutes of the meeting of Salsburgh Community Council held in the 

Community Hall on Thursday gth March 2006 

PRESENT 
H. McColl [Chair] J. Keir, 0. McAvoy, M. McLaughlin, G. Stephen, M. Hinds, C. Cox. 

ALSO PRESENT 
K. Nelson, M. Devine. 

APOLOGIES 
J. Wilson, N. McCann. 

MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

1. Minutes of the meeting of Thursday gth February 2006 were submitted and 
approvea. f 

BUSINESS FROM THE MINUTES 

FAIRHURST REPORT 
2. Members noted that matters are still in hand regarding the 87066 final report by 

Fairhurst & Partners. 

AUTHORISATION SIGNATURES 
3. Matters are in hand to resolve the requirements relating to authorisation 

sign at u res. 

CORRESPONDENCE , 
North Lanarkshire Council 
Strathclyde Fire 8, Rescue 
Scottish Arts Council 
Hilton Associates 
ASCC 
CSFT 
SS UK 
Eden 
The Local Channet 

280 

GENERAL BUSINESS 

GEORGE V PARK DAMAGE 
4. Members were informed that following a commitment to repair damage to the 

gatepost and wall at the George V park in Salsburgh during October 2005, then 
confirmation that the repairs would be completed by the end of January 2006 
repairs have still not been completed. Matters are to be pursued. 

ADVERT1 S I NG LITERATU RE 
5. Members noted various advertising literature. 
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DRAFT TENANT PARTICIPATION STRATEGY 
6. Members noted the North Lanarkshire Council draft Tenant Participation Strategy 

2006109 for information and comment. The matter is to be dealt with by the local 
Salsburgh tenants & residents group. 

SCOTTISH ARTS COUNCIL. 
7. Members noted information from the Scottish Arts Council information bulletin. 

COMMUNITY LINKS PROJECT 
8. Members were informed of matters from the North Lanarkshire Community Links 

Project meeting held on Thursday 2"d march 2006. 

MONKLANDS HOSPITAL 
9. Members noted various matters from meetings attended regarding support for 

retaining A&E services at Monklands,Hospital and concerns relating to t h e  effect 
on tne sustainability of the hospital if A&E servibes are closed. Concerns were 
highlighted that the public are not receiving the full information from the health 
authority, nor seemingly is the MSP's involved in the campaign to retain services 
at Monklands Hospital, regarding costs, supports, transport and other matters to 
allow proper consideration of the proposals for shaping the future of the health 
service for the people of Lanarkshire. 
Matters were highlighted that previous NHS proposals regarding closure of the 
maternity hospital at Bellshill and how all Lanarkshire expectant mothers would 
benefit from the service being located at Wishaw General has since proved to be 
inaccurate with expectant mothers being relocated to other hospitals as far away 
as Dundee to have their babies due to the inability of Wishaw General Hospital to 
cope with requirements. 
Members voiced cqncerns that the proposed closure of A&E Services and other 
associated services at Monklands Hospital for patients does not seem to be in the 
best interests of the patients and more tilted towards health care staff and 
consultants. Matters were further highlighted that if there is problems associated 
with recruitment or retention of staff and consultants at Monklands Hospital then 
questions to should be raised regarding those problems and why those problems 
only seem to apply at Monklands Hospital. Patient care, upheaval, disturbance, 
relocation and costs to the general public should not be increased on the basis of 
selected priority and ease for those employed or receiving substantial salaries 
and gra~ts  from the pd~k purse to aitecd to patient heaith and care. 

MAVS 
10. Members were informed that a new interim board is in place dealing with the re- 

organisation of the voluntary sector [MAVS & CAVOC] to serve North Lanarkshire 
although a new name has not yet been decided upon for the organisation. 
Various other matters and comment was made. 

WIND fARMS 
11. Members were informed of approaches made to the community council regarding 

the status of various matters in relation to wind farms around the area. 

ASCC 
12. Members noted information from the ASCC Newsletter dated February 2006. 
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L S t  I 
13. Following the completion of phase two of St Catherine’s Well [Kate’s Well] the 

community council are to have a diagram and inscription board placed at the site. 
The detail and extent of the interpretation board will be discussed further at a 
future community council meeting. 

THE LOCAL CHANNEL 
14. Members discussed various matters relating to the register of Salsburgh 

Community Council Website. 

PUBLIC ACCESS INITtATIVE 
15. Further to the conclusion of the access imitative the community council noted 

various matters relating to the initiative and decided on future direction such as; 
0 Funders requirements relative to assets. 
0 Ownership and title transfer of assets. 

0 Viability of local groups to receive assets. 
0 Future use of the assets. 
0 Reason and justifications for those receiving assets. 

Retention of assets for community council business, digital inclusion and E 
democracy. 

0 Logic & justification for transfer. f 

Local groups are to be informed of the possible availability of the assets and are 
to be asked to write to the community council:with their proposals for use. 
Further matters are to be discussed at a future community council meeting. 

FORESTRY COMMISSION 
16. Members noted the second consultation on a review of the Scottish Forestry 

Strategy. Responses are required by the 2gth May 2006. 

GRANT 
17. Members noted receipt of grant aid to the community council. 

DEWSHILL BlNG 
18. Members noted the community council objection to the use of the Dewshill Bing 

for the testing and development of 40150 tonne off highway trucks. 

DEVELOPMENT CONCERNS 
19. Concerns were highlighted regarding various proposals and actual developments 

taking place at the present time which are in effect placing the Salsburgh and 
surrounding community in various dangers and at the centre of a massive influx 
of transportation bus & truck relocation depots,’quarrying activities, haulage 
operators premises, plant operator yards and considerable builder and 
construction waste dumping on agricultural land around the area much of which 
seems to have occurred without planning permission from North Lanarkshire 
Council or approval from SEPA or even notification to Scottish Natural Heritage. 
Further concerns were highlighted that none of the incoming transport increases 
seem to have brought any employment whatsoever to the local community and 
only exacerbates problems relative to the health and safety of the local 
community. 
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CONCERNS 
20, The community council was informed of various concerns relating to the washing 

of buses on the Main Street at Salsburgh and water flowing along the footpaths 
and into gardens of properties. A number of dangers were highlighted including, 
due to the inclement weather, water run off from vehicle washing freezing and 
making underfoot conditions dangerous to the public. 
Further concerns were highlighted regarding the dangers due to load spillage 
from trucks and the overall condition of the B7066 along the Hirst, through 
Salsburgh and on towards Newhouse. 
The condition of the footpaths on both sides of the B7066 from the village to the 
local primary school was also highlighted due to speeding vehicles, nearness of 
passing vehicles travelling at the authorised 40 MPH and faster, dust and dirt 
along the highway and footpaths and the uneven surface of the footpaths causing 
concerns relating to stumbling and tripping or falling on the uneven surface. 
Matters were reiterated that the community council has highlighted many 
p r ~ b l e r r s  19 North Lanarkshire Council in relation to the B7066 and transportation 
dangers on a number of occasions and local community groups must really come 
together to add stronger voice to the concerns to demand action to resolve the 
problems, 

MOBILE SNACK BAR 
21. A number of concerns and dangers were highlighted regarding trucks parking, 

driving across the B7066, dumping waste and. generally causing havoc with 
passing traffic at the snack bar adjacent to the Newhouse Roundabout on the 
B7066. Various dangers were noted including, due to the heavy trucks churning 
up the land on either side of the 87066 through parking and driving away and 
considerable amounts of soil, dust, dirt, debris and traffic hazard. 
Matters were also highlighted that considerable public money has been spent to 
resurface the 67066 at that location due to damage caused by vehicles parking to 
allow access to the snack bar at that location and this seems to be another 
considerable cost to the public purse to repair damage. Matters were also 
highlighted that the police use the snack bar on regular occasions and seem to 
ignore the traffic hazards dangers at the scene. 

FAIRHURST REPORT 
22. In view of various concerns highlighted the community council is to pursue 

matters relating to the Fairhurst Report. 

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 
23. Members were informed that planning applications for development in North 

Lanarkshire are held in two separate files by North Lanarkshire Council. 
One file is the public file containing the basic information such as the applicants 
application form and possible diagram of the development proposal. 
The second file is a case officer file available to planning and other departments, 
and includes others such as of North Lanarkshire Council elected councillors. 
For the community council or the general public to access the case file 
application must be made under the Freedom of Information rules to the 
corporate freedom of information officer at North Lanarkshire Council 

The community council meeting concluded. 
The next community council meeting will take place on Thursday 1 3'h April 2006. 
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